TGS Mystery Sampler
What is a mystery sampler?
It's an exciting needlework that unfolds in 4 parts. And here's the mystery part… you
don't get to see a picture of the finished project when you begin! Each part adjoins
the previous part and it all adds up to a beautiful piece of stitchery that will stretch
your knowledge of counted stitches. You'll see the completed design as it emerges
with canvas and threads.
The TGS mystery sampler will start in June, 2015 and continue in the next three
newsletters—August and December, 2015, and March, 2016. The project is not huge
at approximately 7.25 inches square and will involve learning 10 different stitches. It's
just large enough to fill a perfect spot in your home but manageable enough to finish
before our June 2016 meeting.
Here are some details you'll want to know:

The original project was stitched on 18count mono canvas, but don't despair! Your
stitching can be worked on even weave, linen or Aida fabric, but why not try mono
canvas for this project.
There will be four or five different threads and one container of Mill Hill Beads.
Smaller fabric count will need thinner threads and smaller beads. Therefore, larger
fabric count will need thicker threads and larger beads for coverage. This will be a
great time to check out your stitching stash for colour choices and coordinating fabric
or canvas.
The stitch count for the pattern is 130 X 130 stitches.
Now the most important hint! COLOUR! start with an overdyed perle cotton; this
project used Watercolours from Caron threads. Any overdyed thread will be great.
Then choose three solid colours from the overdyed thread. The fabric or canvas
colour should enhance the threads. Also used will be a metallic thread and Mill Hill
Beads.
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Spring Creativity
	
  
Material list -12" x 12" -18 count mono canvas

If you use another fabric or canvas count, the finished size will be
• on 18 count - 7.25" square : cut fabric/canvas -12 inches square
• on 14 count - 9.25" square : cut fabric/canvas -14 inches square
• on 20 count - 6.50" square : cut fabric/canvas -11 inches square
	
  

Stretcher bars - 2 pairs of 12"
Tapestry needles - #22 & #24
Laying tool - Trolley needle, BLT, tekabari, etc.
Threads:

Your Colours

Rainbow Gallery

Grandeur

G932

1 card

Rainbow Gallery

Frosty Rays

Y310

Caron Threads
DMC Perle Cotton
Kreinik / Metallic
Mill Hill Beads

Watercolour
#8 Perle
#4 or #8

#064 (Pale Lilac)
#504

4 cards or
20 yards
1 skein
1 ball
1 spool
1 container
(100 beads)

#03005

Optional Tools:
High-light marker pens in several colours to mark stitch charts.
Handy Magnets to hold tools and pattern on the canvas near the area you are
stitching.
Footstool to keep your feet raised and help maintain good posture.
Additional Techniques, Hints and Tips for TGS Mystery Sampler will be found at :
tgsweb.ca site (visit the Freebies page for patterns donated by member designers)
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THE OUTLINE
The borders for this design are stitched first. All the counting for the rest of the
specialty stitches will depend on the placement of the Smyrna Crosses.
Smyrna crosses are made up of two crosses., The first step is to stitch a 'cross' stitch
and then to add an 'upright' cross over it. Depending on the thread used, this stitch
can be raised. Only the first step of the 'cross' stitch is done for this design. When all
the stitches have been completed, the 'upright' cross can be stitched.
This method allows for faster stitching of the outlines. If mistakes are made it is
easier to correct and not much thread is lost. The most important point to this method
is that the Smyrnas do not appear worn.
It is also important to be aware of the path the thread takes on the back of the
canvas. The two slanted stitches for the 'cross' stitch should appear the same length
and is controIIed by the path the thread takes on the back of the canvas. If the thread
is pulled across the centre of the 'cross' on the back of the canvas, the stitches of the
'cross' on the front of the canvas will be identical. This practice will work for all your
stitching.
Thread:

DMC #8 Perle Cotton - #504
Cut 15 -18" strand .
Use as thread comes of the ball.
Begin:
locate centre point on Outline Chart
Count up 18 canvas threads and start first 'cross' stitch
Note: I recommend that all the outline 'cross'· stitches be completed before starting
the specialty stitches.
SMYRNA CROSS
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Technique Tips
Number of Plies to Use
All stitches will have instructions suggesting the number of plies or how to use the threads for each
step in the stitching. Read the instructions before stitching.

Laying of the Threads
A laying tool is required to lay the thread flat, side by side, without handling the floss or unique
threads. Most of the colour definition is achieved by the reflection of light from the individual ply.
Thread that is not properly laid will not reflect the light as it should. Begin by bringing your needle
and thread up for the stitch. Pull the thread away from the hole. Hold the laying tool in your free hand
and place it on the taut thread. Put your threaded needle down into the correct hole to complete the
stitch, but do not draw the thread through completely. As you draw the thread down, slowly and
carefully pull it over the laying tool, coaxing the different plies to lie flat as they go down into the
hole. Remove the tool as the thread is almost pulled through. As you stitch with the thread, you may
need to unthread the needle, separate the strands, and rethread to keep the plies from twisting. With
practice, you will find that this is a wonderful thread technique to know, as your threads will look
much smoother. This is also the time to re-do the stitch if you are not satisfied with how it looks or
lies. Stitches can be removed and laid again at this point without disturbing the other stitches around
it.

Stitch Tension
Tension will be primarily established by the following:
• Stitching on a frame.
• Using a laying tool.
• The final little pull given each thread as each stitch is laid.
Once you have developed your own consistent stitch tension so that you are happy with the way
each stitch lies, you will find it is a very soothing and relaxing process to lay stitches. As you start
each session you may want to start on a practice canvas, to warm up your fingers and ensure the
tension is the same as the last time you were stitching on your project.

Protective Covering for your Canvas and Stitches
When your stitches have been laid to your satisfaction, you do not want them disturbed. Two pieces
of fabric will cover the laid stitches and will protect them from your hands, chair, scissors, tools, dust,
etc. The two pieces of fabric are laid over the stitched areas like a surgical drape and the only area
exposed is the one you are stitching.
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Use of Needles
Working with two or more #22 needles will allow you to have more thread colours ready to stitch.
The #22 needle is a little larger than the canvas hole. This will protect the thread while it is pulled
through the canvas. The canvas will also hold your needle as you move your hand from the top of
the canvas to the back while stitching with a laying tool. The holes made by the #22 needle for each
stitch will have a uniform shape and size. The #24 needle is used to weave the thread ends into the
back of the completed stitches. Using the smaller needle, when it is necessary, to end the thread will
be less disruptive to the laid stitch.

Starting Threads
Never knot the yarn or thread. Knots make bumps in the finished work. To start a thread use any of
the following methods:
a) pull the thread through the canvas until there is 3/4" hanging on the wrong side. Hold this end
against the canvas with your finger and stitch over it with your first stitches.
b) make a knot or a slipknot on the end of the thread and stitch into the front of the canvas 3/4"
away from the first stitch in the direction of the stitch path. As the stitches cover the end of
thread and you reach the knot, cut the knot and continue.
c) this method can only be used for an even number of plies. Cut the thread twice as long as
needed. Ply the threads. Double the plies. Thread the cut ends into the needle. From the top
of the canvas put the threaded needle down into the canvas where the first stitch is to be
placed. Keep the loop on the top of the canvas. Bring the needle up from the back of the
canvas to the top of the canvas where the second part of the stitch is to be. Pass the needle
through the loop. Pull the thread. Put the threaded needle down into the original hole to the
back of the canvas and with this movement you have actually completed the first stitch.
Check that the loop is held securely at the back of the canvas after completing the next
stitch.

Ending the Thread
To end, stop stitching with the needle on the back of the canvas. Run the thread in a smaller needle
under the stitches you have just stitched, for about one inch. The smaller needle will not disturb the
stitch tension on the front of the canvas. Make a small stitch around a thread (called a Bargello tuck
stitch) on the back of the canvas and continue to run under the stitches for another 1/2". Clip thread
close to the canvas. Try to place the thread tail in the same direction as the previous stitch, so the
perforation is consistent. The stitches should be pulled snug so they lie flat on the canvas, but not so
tight that the canvas mesh shows distortion.
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Stitch Path or "up in one and down in two"
This term is commonly used in needlepoint to ensure that each stitch is laid in the same progression.
Consistency will affect the appearance of your stitches on the front of the canvas. Follow through on
the stitch—it matters to the perforation of the stitch just as it does to the flight of the ball in golf or
tennis. The stitch path of each pattern usually follows basic principles which are helpful to know:
•

Use a stitch path that will give you a long stitch on the back of your canvas. Long stitches on
the back of the canvas will protect the canvas.

•

Come up through the canvas in an empty hole and down in a filled hole when possible to
reduce the disturbance of laid threads.

How to Read Stitch Diagrams
The following are guides to all stitched diagrams:
a) on odd numbers the needle goes from the back of the canvas to the front;
b) on even numbers the needle goes from the front to the canvas back.

Where to Begin
Mark the TOP and BOTTOM on the taped edges of the stretched canvas. Measure 6" from the top
and 6" from the side to find the middle of the canvas. Count 18 canvas threads UP and start your
first cross stitch for step one of the Smyrna cross.
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~ ~ ~ Mystery Stitch Project – Part 2 ~ ~ ~
As mentioned at the June 2015 meeting, here is the
second part of the mystery sampler.
The first section was distributed at the June meeting.
This issue has been set up so if you print it back to back,
the six pages of the section will be on three sheets. The
third section will appear in the December issue of
Stitching Together and the final one in the April 2016 issue.
The designer is hoping that there will be a display of the

mystery samplers at the June 2016 meeting when our
mystery project designer will be revealed.
If you have lost the first part or did not get it, the
file is on the TGS website: http://www.tgsweb.ca/patterns
/TGS_mystery_sampler.pdf
I am delighted to report that many TGS members
are taking part in this mystery sampler project.
Good luck and happy stitching to all!

THE PATTERNS
THREADS
Grandeur — from Rainbow Gallery is a #5 silk twisted perle thread.
Cut and use thread as it comes off the card
Frosty Rays — from Rainbow Gallery is a tubular netting (sold as Flair) that
contains a metallic thread (sold as Gold Rush)
Watercolors — from Caron Collection is an overdyed # 5 perle cotton
open the skein and cut a 15-18" thread
separate the thread and use one ply
#8 Perle —

from DMC is a cotton twisted perle thread
cut and use thread as it comes off the ball

SPECIAL NOTE:
Frosty Rays is one of a group of unique specialty threads from Rainbow Gallery. In this
project, the thread will be used in three different ways. First, as it appears on the card.
Secondly, by removing the metallic thread from the tubular netting, the metallic
becomes a specialty thread. The tubular netting, becomes the third specialty thread.
Read the instructions carefully before stitching to understand which threads are to be
used.
The tubular netting will run, just like a nylon stocking and should be cut on a sharp
angle to slow down the tendency of unraveling. Check your thread while stitching to see
that the end still has a point. Do not stitch into the netting as this could also start a run.
The metallic thread is a chainette and will also unravel. To stop these tendencies follow
this tip. Place the point of your needle into the metallic thread about an inch away from
the end to be threaded. Now thread the needle with the end of the metallic thread and
pull the tail through the thread. This will cause a small knot to form and stop the
chainette from unraveling. The knot will be too small to interfere with stitching.
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Bargello Pattern
Cut 20 inches of Frosty Rays and gently slide out the metallic thread to remove it from
the tubular netting. Set aside the tubular netting for later. Remember to use the special
tip to stop the metallic chainette from unravelling.

 
 

 
 



Location: middle rectangle bottom row of design

Eight-Point Star
This star is worked in the centre of the octagon. Centre is marked on the chart by a black
square. Use the placement of the smyrna stitches for counting the canvas to locate the
starting holes of the inner star. The next two stars each move out two canvas threads. The
inner star uses the tubular netting from the Frosty Rays. Remember to cut the ends on a
sharp angle to slow down the tendency of unraveling. Check the end as you are stitching.
The middle star uses the metallic thread and the third star uses the Frosty Rays as it is
found on the card. To kept the tension on both parts of the Frosty Rays while stitching,
hold the needle close to the end of the thread. Two stitches will share each hole. Cut two
strands of 25” of Frosty Rays. SEPARATE THE METALLIC THREAD AND
TUBULAR NETTING FROM ONE OF THE STANDS.
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Location: Bottom left-hand corner of design
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~ ~ ~ Mystery Stitch Project – Part 3 ~ ~ ~
As mentioned at various recent meetings, here is the
third part of the mystery sampler.
The first section was distributed at the June 2015
meeting and the second with the August 2015
newsletter. This issue has been set up so if you print it
back to back, the four pages of the section will be on
two sheets. The final section will appear in the April
2016 issue. The designer is hoping that there will be a

display of the mystery samplers at the June 2016 meeting
when our mystery project designer will be revealed.
If you have lost the first or second parts or did not
get them, the file is on the TGS website: http://www
.tgsweb.ca/patterns/TGS_mystery_sampler.pdf
I am delighted to report that many TGS members
are taking part in this mystery sampler project.
Good luck to all!

Amadeus Stitch
Located in the Centre Octagon, this stitch uses only Frosty Rays as it comes on the card. The odd
numbers (#1 to #25) in the large “X” share holes with the even numbers (#2 to #26) on both sides of
the motif. Complete the steps numbered #1 to #26 on one side of the motif and then sharing the oddnumbered holes complete the steps numbered on the opposite side. This sets up a quarter of the design.
Continue for the three other quarters. The SECOND part of this stitch is to cover the canvas threads
showing between the shared holes. Follow the numbers on the second chart. Beads are sewn on when
the whole design is finished. Cut 50” of Frosty Rays to complete at least each pair of crescents.
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Note that stitches
9 to 16 are optional.
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Triple Oblong Cross (Variation) Pattern
On one side of Centre Octagon (see over for other side of Centre Octagon)
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Point Russe (Variation Pattern)
On one side of Centre Octagon (see over for other side of Centre Octagon)
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~ ~ ~ Mystery Stitch Project — Part 4 ~ ~ ~
As mentioned at various recent meetings, here is the
fourth and last part of the mystery sampler.
The first section was distributed at the June 2015
meeting, the second with the August 2015 newsletter,
and the third with the December 2015 newsletter. This
issue has been set up so if you print it back to back,
the seven pages of the section will be on four sheets.
The designer is hoping that there will be a display

of the mystery samplers — in progress and finished —
at the June 2016 meeting when our mystery project
designer will be revealed.
If you have lost the first three parts or did not get
them, the files are on the TGS website at http://tgsweb
.ca/patterns/TGS_mystery_sampler.pdf
I am delighted to report that many TGS members
are taking part in this mystery sampler project.

Omega Stitch Pattern
For top rectangle between Waffle Stitch and
Double Walneto Stitch (on following pages)
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Waffle Stitch
Like the Jessica (August 2015 issue), this stitch will use Frosty Rays, metallic thread, and the
tubular netting as threads. Cut two strands of 25” of Frosty Rays and separate one strand to make the
metallic tread and tubular netting. Thread each in its own needle.
Using the metallic thread first, stitch steps #1 to #10 and park your needle.
Using the tubular tread, stitch steps #21 to #40 and fasten off end of thread.
Using Frosty Rays, stitch steps #41 to #64 and fasten off end of thread.
Using the metallic thread again, stitch steps #65 to #71 and fasten off thread end.
Sew on beads to secure the long metallic threads and in the centre when the needlework is complete.
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Waffle Stitch
(Part two)

Part One - Metallic Thread - Steps #1 - #20

Part Two - Tubular Netting - Steps #21 - #40

Part Three - Frosty Rays - Steps #41 - #64

Part Four - Metallic Thread - Steps #65 - #72
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Double Walneto Stitch
This stitch was designed when I asked, “What if?” The walneto is
started using the tubular netting as thread for steps #1 to #24.
I need to describe a step in this stitch that is hard to diagram on
the stitch chart. You come up at #1 and go down #2 and up at #3.
Then slide your needle under stitch #1-#2, and then go down at
#4. Up at #5 and under stitch #3-#4, and won at #6. Continue to
slide your needle under the stitch just laid at each corner.
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Double Walneto Stitch
(Part two)

Stitches move counter clockwise

Stitches move counter clockwise

#33 - #64

#1 - #32

Clockwise direction - Metallic Thread

End
#A - #H
In metallic
thread

Stitches move counter clockwise

Centre Motif
in Frosty Rays
Start

Beads - Mill Hill #03005
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Complete Design Instructions
Using #8 perle cotton, stitch the long stitches between the
Smyrna stitches. Observe that the direction of the stitch
changes at the corners. Anchor the thread ends into the
Smyrna stitches. Turn the chart a quarter of a turn for each
corner of the design.
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Complete the Smyrna Cross Stitch

Untwist the Watercolor thread and cut a strand of approximately 15”-18”.
Watercolors are made up of three plies and it is separated so you will stitch with
one ply. Complete the “upright” cross step of the Smyrna stitch as shown on the
stitch chart. The colour from the thread is used at random and there is not
manipulation of the Watercolors threads.

Sewing of the beads
With a double strand of sewing thread in a beading needle, consult with the
stitch charts and the coloured photos on the http://tgsweb.ca/patterns/TGS_
mystery_sampler.pdf for the location of the beads.
Anchor the sewing thread on the stitches on the back of the canvas. Bring the
needle to the front of the needlework where the first bead is to be placed. Slide a
bead onto the threaded needle and let the bead fall to the canvas. Hold onto the
thread as you put the needle into the canvas one canvas mesh away from the
original hole and then bring the threaded needle back up in the original hole.
Have the needle slide through the bead again. Pull the threaded need taut to the
needlework and return the needle through the second hole.
If the bead is to be sewn onto the open canvas, sew it over an intersection of
canvas mesh. If you are not able to see the canvas mesh, sew it where the chart
indicates it to be through the laid stitches.
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~ ~ ~ Mystery Stitch Project — Bead Placement ~ ~ ~

Above: Bargello (August)
Below: Point Russe (December)
Above: Triple Oblong Cross (December)
Below: Omega (April)
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Clockwise from top left:
Eight-pointed Star (August)
Double Walneto (April)
Jessica (August)
Waffle (April)
Amadeus (December)

